
Google Search has obliterated local, Australian expertise and independent 
journalism – Nick Ross ACCC submission 

Introduction 

I have been a technology journalist and digital publisher for 20 years. Several of those 
were spent as a full-time digital marketer (part-time journo) with a speciality in SEO. As 
such, I’ve been monitoring my sites’ and other sites’ search performance religiously for 
almost a decade and I believe my insights will, subsequently, be particularly important 
for this inquiry. 

I’ve a wealth of screenshots and evidence which pertains to my industry but, for the 
sake of brevity, I’ll use my own site ‘High Performance Laptops’ - 
https://highperformancelaptops.com.au/ - as an example and stick with some of the 
most-recent, core issues. 

I believe that Google is now seriously abusing its monopoly position as a Search 
provider and that, as one of the planet’s most important information disseminators, it is 
critical that this be addressed. The following observations, testing and evidence is 
polarised through a lens of technology journalism and publishing, but it doesn’t take 
much effort to see that the issues I’ve personally been facing in this space are mirrored 
across the entire world of Google Search. 

The main issues 

For at least 18 months, Google has been making its Search Engine Results Pages more 
and more hostile to independent Australian journalists to the point where its most 
recent March 2024 update has wiped many of them out.  

Google makes many claims about what a site needs to do to rank on its SERPs and has 
also offered many workshops to Australian journalists and publishers to ‘help’ them 
increase their audience.  

I’ve been part of most of these initiatives and workshops and have spent countless 
hours going through all the rules and requirements, ensuring that my sites are 
compliant and ensuring that I perform best practice. I’ve spent many weeks learning the 
most-intricate technical details myself (I already had a head start as a technical SEO) 
and have spent money on employing people to help where I’ve needed it. 

This has meant I’ve needed to be proficient in high-quality content creation, coding and 
also web-publishing practices – three distinct different industries.  

However, even when you succeed in these areas, it’s become clear that Google’s SERPs 
do not reflect its own claims. I’ve won major awards for my writing and Google’s own 
tools say my site is technically well optimised - and yet total garbage consistently ranks 
ahead of it. This has got worse and worse over the past 18 months to the point where, all 

https://highperformancelaptops.com.au/


that remains, is the absolute opposite of unique and useful content that Google 
promised. In many instances, results point directly to Google’s own products, partners 
and high-spending advertisers instead.  

Either Google has corrupted its important Organic SERPs with commercial offerings, or 
its latest update is broken.  

Google won’t respond to questions about fixing it. While I have made Google’s own 
speech about being fair to everyone to many clients and colleagues over the years, what 
we’re seeing now in the results simply doesn’t reflect that anymore. 

I’ve dealt with multiple people  within Google about all of this and it has got to the point 
where I feel gaslighted – everyone points to another team and says they can’t help. One 
Google employee even said that Google Australia has no influence on the world of 
Google Search which I find very hard to believe considering I covered its launch in this 
country, the size of its footprint in Australia is massive plus, it helped invent Google 
Maps. It should be simple for Google Australia to point out the following issues with 
Google Search. 

The Google News Initiative (GNI)  

While not directly linked to Google Search, Google itself has proclaimed multiple times 
that the GNI has helped journalists and publishers. Its mission statement says, “The 
Google News Initiative works with publishers and journalists to fight misinformation, 
share resources and build a diverse and innovative news ecosystem.” 

That’s not what Google News results show. 

Having attended online sessions for this initiative, I don’t believe it offered any practical 
advice or help in any way. The presenter repeatedly stressed that they wouldn’t help 
participants appear on Google Search or in Google News. The drop-out rate was huge – 
only three of my (initially large) group made it to the end and all of us felt like the help we 
needed was not forthcoming. In the later sessions, we had to wait over 30 minutes to 
see if anyone else would show up. 

The course focussed upon using Google Analytics 4, implementing Google Ads and 
spoon-feeding the benefits of building an audience using newsletters, sign-up forms 
and also social media. The latter will represent painfully obvious recommendations to 
any experienced publisher.  

For Google Ads, we were told that we wouldn’t have access to the full version of Google 
Ad Manager, which actually lets you control which ads appear and how much they’re 
charged (I’ve managed this for other large publishers before), and that we had to pay 
another approved organisation to do it for us if we wanted to use it. If we didn’t use that 
we had to use regular Google AdSense – which pays pennies to sites with Australian 
traffic levels. 



After the course I was asked, on two separate occasions, to write positive feedback 
about the course but I pointed out that I couldn’t because my traffic had only gone 
down since starting it, they’d done nothing to get my content on Google News and the 
fact they were pushing advice that Google’s technical tools were telling me not to do, 
meant that I couldn’t. 

That final point is key to the following… 

Page Speed Insights (PSI) 

Google says its PSI tool tells you whether you’re using best practice when publishing 
and that this matters for Google SERPs. I have spent so much time and effort optimising 
for these metrics (over the past 18 months) that my ability to work has seriously 
suffered.  

Google’s GNI advice conflicts with the advice given by the Google’s PSI results. 
Furthermore, the effect on Google SERP ranking appears to be near zero… 

Firstly: If you add any of the following to your website, Page Speed Insights will flag 
them as problems in its diagnostics (I’ve tested this to pieces): 

Google Analytics 
Google Tag Manager 
Google AdSense 
Newsletter sign-up forms 
Social Media Buttons 
Basic Wordpress features like Tags, Related Articles and Author Boxes 

Secondly: After significant time and expense (we’re talking months) I got my scores all 
max’ed out. I had to remove ALL of the above except Google Analytics which I needed. 
My scores were all 100/100 (or very near to that). Notably, Google also gives me a 
100/100 score for SEO. 

Despite this green light from Google itself, my site now doesn’t rank on Google’s SERPs 
anymore and every other page fails these tests – often dramatically. 

Here are my most recent scores from Page Speed Insights: 

https://pagespeed.web.dev/


 

Now: Here are the scores for the what Google DOES Rank when searching for “High 
Performance Laptops” 



 

Position 1. JB Hi-Fi online store (and major advertiser) 

 



Position 2. PCMag Australia – Affiliate marketing page of the Aussie version of a major 
international publication 

 

Position 3. The Verge – A major international tech publication that deals with US product 
variants and pricing (which is very different compared with the Australia) 

 
Position 4. Local laptop manufacturer and online store that recently started copying my 
brand 

 

Position 5. Marketing blog from Dell 

 

The rest of the list is much the same, but what’s really telling is when we look at my 
unique content and how Google treats that… 

Google Search Central – Structured Data Test 

Google makes a big point about using Schema metadata when posting articles so that 
Google Search knows what it’s looking at better. However, the Australian SERPs are 
ignored for international content that’s out of date, describing older products, uses 
different currencies which have very different availability and value propositions 
compared to Australia.  

Here is an annotated example: 

https://developers.google.com/search/docs/appearance/structured-data


 



 

I won’t go into the Page Speed Insights scores of all the above results, but here’s what 
appeared at Position 1: 

 

Here’s a quick description of the results: 

Position 1: PCMag - Out of date, overseas content, wrong currency 

Video 1: US based YouTube 

Video 2: Canada based and wrong product on YouTube 

Video 3: Out of date US version by same guy on YouTube as Position 1 

Position 2: PCMag Australia - Exact same out of date review by overseas contributor in 
Position 1, cut and pasted onto Australian site. 

Position 3: PCWorld – US version  

Position 4: Wired – Out of date US version 



Position 5: Digital Trends – Out of date US version 

Position 6: Trusted Reviews – Different model, UK version 

Position 7: Asus – product seller’s own non-editorial ‘marketing reviews’ from the US 

Position 8: PCWorld US version again 

Position 9: Laptop Mag – US based and out of date version 

Position 10: Choice – Out of date – but Australian at least 

Position 11: Asus – Product seller’s own marketing review again. US based 

Position 12: Mine (since vanished) The only up-to-date valid result for Australian 
searchers 

Position13: The Verge: US based, 2 year old version 

Position 14: RTINGS: US based and one-year old version 

Position 15: Fstoppers: US based review 

Position 16: Reddit – this post is low up-voted and is simply a page with a YouTube video 
embedded at the top (the same video as above in the videos section). It’s not listed as 
promoted. 

Position 17: Reviews.org – Aussie site but 2year old version 

Position 18: Lalptop mag: Out of date, US version 

Position 19: Asus Australia’s own site with list of reviews 

 

In this instance, my review at High Performance Laptops, is one of two useful SERP 
results. It is excels according to Google’s Page Speed Insights ratings – especially 
compared to competitors. 

It has all the correct metadata added according to Google’s Rich Results Test: 

https://highperformancelaptops.com.au/reviews/asus-zenbook-14-oled-review


 

Google’s Test at Schema.org says there are no errors: 

 

All is correct on Google Search Console and it says it is indexed (it doesn’t appear at all 
any more) 



 

 

 

 

In short: 

I’ve followed ALL of Google’s advice regarding content quality and mark-up. All of 
Google’s tools green-light my articles. But they have consistently dropped in the 
rankings for the past 18 months to the point where they have vanished. There is nothing 
to say I’ve done anything wrong. I have nowhere to turn. There are many publishers 
saying exactly the same thing. 

Over 90 per cent of the results that Google is displaying overwhelmingly come from 
pages that do not follow its own publishing best practice guidelines. They are also from 
large multinationals that use Google Ads, from major Google Ad buyers, from Google’s 
own products (like YouTube) and from sites with partnerships with Google (Reddit). 
None of these are flagged as Sponsored results yet they all appear in organic SERPs 
despite being old, irrelevant and commercial. 

This is totally unacceptable for Australian publishers and journalists. The GNI host told 
me that people could just add Australia to their searches but Google Trends tells us that 
a fraction of searchers do this. Google also knows where you are to a precise degree 



and so any suggestion that this should be necessary in the first place, is ridiculous. On 
top of that, adding Australia to searches doesn’t help matters anymore. 

At best, Google is ignoring Australian publishers in favour of large, international 
websites. At worst, it’s promoting content it financially benefits from as organic Google 
results. 

What is very much evident is that the promise of removing spammy, unhelpful and 
unoriginal content is not true.  

As the monopoly in Search, it needs to be held to account for this. 

 

 


